
Centralize and Simplify Know Your Numbers

HyAlto centralizes the 
management of complex 
cloud environments into a 
highly customizable platform. 
Simplify cloud management 
by working from a single 
pane of glass, introducing 
automation, and offering a 
self-service portal for your 
organization.

As business grows, so do 
demands for increased 
services and scale with lower 
costs. Reconcile consumption 
metrics and accurately 
charge back to internal cost 
centers by tracking usage 
down to the employee level. 
Analyze historical data to 
assist in long range capacity 
and budget planning.

Maintain Balance

IT is tasked with balancing 
business priorities against 
infrastructure, security and 
technical requirements. 
HyAlto’s flexibility allows the 
delivery of cloud services 
to the organization without 
changing critical workflows 
designed to keep the 
infrastructure secure and 
responsive.

IT is your company’s cloud service provider, 
delivering the services that empower your 

business to move forward.

THE CLOUD MONETIZATION PLATFORM 
TO EMPOWER THE ENTERPRISE



Introduce Self-Serve Automate for Increased Efficiency

Set up a catalogue of business ready, IT 
approved services to meet the needs of each 
department across the organization. HyAlto 
features a user friendly self-serve portal where 
new services can be requested as needed 
without involvement from IT.

Alleviate the load on IT by letting automated 
provisioning bring new services online. This 
eliminates much of the manual work normally 
required to bring new services online, further 
lowers costs and gives IT the ability to focus 
elsewhere.

Self-serve Portal Metering & Usage

Create and upload products 
and services into a user-friendly 

“storefront” where they are 
accessible to your organization. 

The portal is customizable 
to make it easy for different 

departments or roles to recognize 
what they need. Employees can 
access IT approved products or 

services 24/7.

View usage & transactions down 
to the individual employee for 

each product or service to quickly 
reconcile and charge back to 

departmental and IT budgets. 
Plan and budget for future 

resource and infrastructure 
requirements based on historical 

data analysis. Further analyze 
the data to find efficiencies in 

resource utilization.

Automated Provisioning

Once a request is made, 
automated provisioning 

brings new services online 
within minutes, significantly 

reducing fulfillment times. 
Deliver for your organization 

with increased agility while 
simplifying the process for your 

team. No changes in existing 
workflow required!

Contact us to discuss how HyAlto can simplify your 
cloud business. Free trial available.
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